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Siinsun hollywood (1994). [DvD - Ita] Il Capo Dei Capi - 1 di 6 [TNTVillage.scambioetico] September 9, 2015 at 7:01 pm.
October 22, 2015 at 2:19 am. I am not yet that old, but that should me d2d4a8d81e tntvillage-scambioetico-verifiedQ: External
CSS file loading within a dynamic page in Rails My Rails application requires a page that loads an external style sheet using
AJAX. When that external page loads, it displays a span (if the user has JavaScript enabled) that has the class "notice". I would
like to apply a css rule to the "notice" span. This is what I've tried: $.ajax({ url: url, success: function(response) { var notice =
$(''); $('body').append(notice); notice.css('background-color','red'); }, dataType: "html", complete: function() { } }) Notice the
response variable in the function. I see the span rendered in the body, but I see nothing in the span. I've also tried putting the
CSS in the JS file, and including it. No luck. I've been looking at this for a few hours and I can't seem to get it to work. Thanks!
A: I would go with something like: $.ajax({ url: url, success: function(response) { var notice = $(''); notice.css('background-
color','red'); $('body').append(notice); }, dataType: "html", complete: function() { } }) You should probably also check that your
stylesheets are being loaded successfully with: if (document f678ea9f9e
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